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Abstract— A 1.89-GHz bandwidth, 175-kHz resolution spectral
analysis system-on-chip (SoC), integrating a subsampling analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) frontend with a digital reconstruc-
tion backend and implementing a 21 600-point sparse Fourier
transform based on the fast Fourier aliasing-based sparse trans-
form (FFAST) algorithm has been co-designed by using the
Constructing Hardware in a Scala Embedded Language (Chisel)
and Berkeley Analog Generator (BAG) circuit generator frame-
works in 16-nm CMOS. Three sets of 25×, 27×, and 32× sub-
sampling successive approximation register (SAR) ADCs acquire
signal with ∼5.4–6.3 effective number of bits (ENOB)/slice. The
digital backend consists of mixed-radix 864-, 800-, and 675-point
fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), a signal location estimator, and
a peeling decoder that recovers aliased signals from a sparsely
populated spectrum. A single-issue, in-order, fifth-generation
reduced instruction set (RISC-V) Rocket processor interacts
with the spectrum analyzer for post-processing and calibration.
The ADC consumes 49.8 mW with a 3.78-GHz reference clock.
At 400 MHz and 0.7-V digital supply voltage (VDD), the Rocket
core and the FFAST digital signal processing (DSP) together
consume 133.5 mW.

Index Terms— Analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), Berkeley
Analog Generator (BAG), Constructing Hardware in a Scala
Embedded Language (Chisel), fast Fourier transform (FFT),
hardware generators, fifth-generation reduced instruction set
computer (RISC-V), spectrum sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS WITH radar and radio spectrometry, wideband spec-
trum sensing for the detection of unknown signals
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typically requires either a high sampling rate, high-power
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), or scanning and tuning a
narrowband filter across a wide (>GHz) frequency range,
making real-time operation challenging. Because particular
bands are only monitored for a small fraction of time [1],
the scanning approach potentially misses short-duration sig-
nals. In practice, there are many applications that:

1) deal with signals that are sparse in the frequency
domain;

2) greatly benefit from data compression early in the
processing chain; and

3) do not require perfect spectrum reconstruction, tolerating
probabilistic errors on the order of a percent.

Recently, compressed sensing techniques [2], [3] have been
used to reduce the ADC sampling rate and analog power, but
the complexity and overhead of hardware reconstruction have
not been adequately addressed [4]. Compressed sensing typ-
ically requires analog mixing at gigahertz speeds [1], which,
given stringent jitter requirements, results in power numbers
comparable to those of high-speed ADCs. An on-chip, all-
digital, sparse fast Fourier transform (FFT) accelerator [5],
based on the algorithms in [6] and [7], reconstructs signals
sparse in frequency. However, it targets a sparsity of only
0.1% and does not address algorithm degradation at low
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), making it impractical for use
in many applications. Agarwal et al. [8] and López-Parrado
and Velasco-Medina [9] also present field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) implementations of sparse FFT algorithms.

We demonstrate an analog/digital co-designed sparse spec-
tral analysis system-on-chip (SoC) supporting real-time signal
detection for frequency spectra with sparsities up to 3.2% and
input SNRs down to 9.7 dB. The overall 1.89-GHz bandwidth
signal acquisition and analysis time is 17.5 μs. This represents
a significant improvement over the capabilities of commercial
spectrum monitors like RFeye or off-the-shelf Universal Soft-
ware Radio Peripheral (USRP) devices, which scan smaller
bandwidths over the course of tens of milliseconds [1]. The
SoC’s output data are compressed to 4.4%, accounting for the
storage of bin indices.

The premise of this chip is similar to that of MIT’s
BigBand [1]. Low-speed ADCs are used for uniform
subsampling, saving power. Generated mixed-radix FFTs are
used for spectrum reconstruction. In addition, the chip is
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capable both of detecting occupied frequency bands and also
decoding the signals within them, assuming a sufficiently
sparse spectrum. Unlike BigBand, which uses off-the-shelf
components, the ADCs and digital reconstruction backend
are fully integrated on-chip. Whereas BigBand is capable of
sensing signals within a 900-MHz bandwidth, this chip is able
to observe signals within a 1.89-GHz bandwidth.

II. FFAST ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

A. Noiseless FFAST

The fast Fourier aliasing-based sparse transform (FFAST)
algorithm [10] relies on controlled aliasing via Chinese-
remainder-theorem-guided (CRT) subsampling to: 1) reduce
the effective input sampling rate, simplifying ADC design;
2) reduce the computational complexity of large FFTs; and
3) minimize data storage and memory bandwidth requirements
via data compression, while still supporting a high probability
of spectrum recovery for sufficiently sparse spectra. For a k-
sparse spectrum, denoting that only k frequency bins contain
non-zero data, where k � n, the computational complexity is
reduced from O(n log n) to O(k log k), corresponding to FFT
computation on O(k) subsampled time-domain data.

The CRT can be used to show that a frequency bin j ∈
{0, . . . , n − 1} is uniquely mapped to subsampled frequency
bins b1 and b2 such that j ≡ b1 mod n1 and j ≡ b2 mod n2
for n = n1 n2. n1 and n2, either the subsampling factor and
length of the resulting spectrum or vice versa in this simple
example, are coprime. Subsampling typically poses a problem:
because signals at various frequency locations may fold on
top of each other, they cannot be distinguished. Aliasing is
governed by the equation

Yni [b] =
∑

j≡b mod ni

X[ j ] (1)

where �Yni represents the subsampled ni -point spectrum. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 1, when a spectrum is sufficiently
sparse, most subsampled frequency bins will contain either
noise (zeroton bins) or a signal at a single frequency (singleton
bins), and only a few bins will contain multiple aliased signals
(multiton bins).

Consider the n = 20 time-domain sequence �x shown
in Fig. 2. Its frequency-domain representation �X has sparsity
k = 5, where the non-zero signals are X[3], X[7], X[9],
X[12], and X[14] (Fig. 1). Fig. 3 illustrates a frontend
consisting of d pairwise-coprime subsampling stages that use
the CRT to guide the collection of time-domain samples. The
aliased frequency spectra of the subsampled data are calculated
by ni -point FFTs, for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Fig. 1 shows the FFT
outputs—after subsampling by 5 (left) and 4 (right)—of a
d = 2 frontend. Although simple, it highlights how coprime
subsampling decreases the likelihood that a specific frequency
collision in one stage (e.g., the X[3] and X[7] collision in
stage 1) occurs in the other stage. In general, the number
of signals recoverable by FFAST is of the same order of
magnitude as the sum of the sub-FFT ni s:

∑d
i=1 ni . Hence,

the number of stages d and the ni used per stage (where ni s

Fig. 1. Signal recovery from subsampled inputs, where n1 = 4 and n2 = 5
are coprime. The j = 12 signal recovered from the red singleton bin in
stage 1 is peeled off (i.e., subtracted) from the associated multiton bin in
stage 2 (blue, location determined by j ≡ b2 mod n2), such that the multiton
bin becomes a recoverable singleton bin when processing the next stage (or on
the next peeling iteration). Zeroton bins, which can be determined via simple
thresholding, are not included in the graph, because they are already known.

Fig. 2. n = 20 time-domain sequence, subsampled by 4 (ni = 5). A unit
delay τ = 1 is applied to the subsampling clock to disambiguate singletons
from multitons.

do not have to be pairwise coprime) need to be chosen to
accommodate for the targeted k. d = 3 and ni s of 864,
800, and 675 are chosen to recover up to ∼1000 non-zero
frequency bins from an n = 21 600 point spectrum. These
ni s correspond to subsampling factors of 25, 27, and 32,
respectively.

The pairwise-coprime subsampling scheme described in the
previous paragraph leads to “peeling-friendly” aliasing pat-
terns that aid in multiton recovery. Assume that singleton bins
can be distinguished from multiton bins and that the location
and value of a signal in a singleton bin can be easily identified.
As these signal properties are iteratively discovered, they can
be “peeled off” of the bipartite graph resulting from FFAST
subsampling to recover additional signals (Fig. 1) [10]. The
bipartite graph contains “variable nodes,” which are associated
with unknown, non-zero frequency bins in the n-length �X .
It also includes “check nodes” with unresolved singleton
and multiton bins that contain aliased discrete Fourier trans-
form (DFT) coefficients. If, after subsampling, a particular bin
j in �X (variable node) contributes to a subsampled singleton
or multiton bin b in �Yni (check node), the corresponding
variable node and check node are connected. Singleton bins
only have a single associated variable node, whereas multiton
bins are connected to multiple variable nodes. In a “peeling
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Fig. 3. High-level FFAST architecture supporting k-sparse spectra and
consisting of delayed frontend subsampling, O(k log k) complexity sub-
FFTs, and an O(k) peeling reconstruction backend. Subsampling ADCs are
generated using the BAG framework, and DSP blocks are written in Chisel.

step,” a variable node attached to a singleton bin is identified.
The variable node’s signal contribution is removed from all
connected check nodes, effectively severing the connections
while potentially uncovering new singletons. The number of
peeling iterations needed to resolve �X is dependent on the
input sparsity; additional iterations are needed with increas-
ing k. However, above a particular k threshold dictated by
user-selected FFAST parameters, peeling becomes stuck and
signals become irrecoverable, as shown in Fig. 6.

To differentiate between singleton and multiton bins, the fol-

lowing relationship is used: given x[a] F−→ X[ j ], a time shift
by τ results in:

x[a + τ ] F−→ X[ j ]eiωτ . (2)

Ignoring phase wrapping, ω = 2π j/n, and the phase rotation
associated with τ is θ = ωτ . Without accounting for noise,
if only a single tone is present in a subsampled frequency
bin b, the magnitude in that bin should remain unchanged,
regardless of whether the sampling time of the associated
time-domain input is delayed. This does not hold true for
multiton bins, since aliased frequency components rotate by
different amounts before folding. Therefore, to resolve single-
ton bins from multiton bins, each FFAST subsampling stage
contains D delay chains. In the noiseless case, D = 2 can
be used. The delay chains of a given stage use the same
subsampling rate. However, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, prior to
subsampling, the signal is circularly time-shifted by a different
amount—achieved by delaying the sampling clock—at the
input of each chain.

In Fig. 2, Yni ,b,0 corresponds to the DFT coefficient at
subsampled bin b ∈ {0, . . . , ni − 1} for the original input,
and Yni ,b,1 corresponds to the DFT coefficient at the same
bin b for the sample-delayed input. Therefore, an estimate of
the phase rotation of a singleton bin due to the delay can be
determined via

θest = � [Yni ,b,1Yni ,b,0]. (3)

From (3), a location estimate can be calculated as jest =
θestn/(2πτ). Since τ = 1, phase wrapping can be ignored.

B. Noise-Robust FFAST

1) Problem Setup: In practical systems, time-domain
samples are corrupted by white Gaussian noise [10].
The actual observation is then given by �y = �x + �z, although
only �x is desired. To improve the robustness of the FFAST
algorithm to noise, the subsampling stages’ delay chains
use a number of pseudo-random time shifts rather than
singular consecutive shifts. Random delay shifts are used,
so that, as in compressed sensing [11], the sensing matrix
satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) [12] and has
reasonable mutual incoherence [10]. This implies that the
subsampling clock is delayed by a random (but fixed, for
ease of hardware implementation) amount per delay chain.
Because of hardware limitations, in practice, redundant time
samples are collected, making the sample complexity worse
than the theoretical best case.

Assume that the time-domain input in Fig. 2 is now cor-
rupted by noise and D > 2 delay chains are used. From
the Fourier relationship described in Section II-A, the signal
contribution X[ j ] from frequency bin j is “steered” by the
vector

�a j = [ei2πτ0 j/n · · · ei2πτD−1 j/n]T, (4)

resulting in a set of phase-shifted signals that contribute to
measurements associated with subsampled bin b if j ≡ b
mod ni . The set of observations associated with a zeroton bin
like Yni ,b = Y5,0 (in stage 2 shown in Fig. 1) is given by
�zni ,b = [zni ,b,τ0 · · · zni ,b,τD−1]T, whose elements are mostly
uncorrelated—owing to the use of different delay chains—
and result from noise at higher frequencies folding down
due to subsampling. The set of observations associated with
the singleton bin Y5,3 is given by �Y5,3 = �a3 X[3] + �z5,3.
Finally, the set of observations associated with the multiton
bin Y5,2, containing two aliased tones, is given by �Y5,2 =
�a7 X[7] + �a12 X[12] + �z5,2.

2) FFAST Peeling Decoding: Algorithm 1 presents
hardware-adapted pseudocode for the noise-robust FFAST
algorithm, which is used to recover the non-zero X[ j ]s from
noise-corrupted observations. In an actual hardware implemen-
tation, each check_nodesi is implemented as an O(k) circular
buffer (CB) that keeps track of the non-zeroton bin locations b
found in stage i . Observed bins are used for peeling—one-at-
a-time—and early termination is implemented to save energy.
Fig. 4 illustrates how this is accomplished. A CB’s read pointer
is updated for each b read. When a zeroton or singleton bin b
is discovered, it is removed from the corresponding CB. If a
subsampled bin is determined to be an unresolvable multiton,
the write pointer is updated, replacing bin location b back
into the CB for a decoding attempt during the next peeling
iteration. In this example, the stage 2 CB is empty at the end
of iteration 0 so peeling can be terminated early.

The noise-robust FFAST algorithm is able to reconstruct
a sparse frequency spectrum with a probability of at least
1 − O(1/k) using O(k log3 n) time-domain samples [10].
The noise-robust algorithm has a computational complexity
of O(k log4 n).

3) Singleton Estimator: To outline the function of the
singleton estimator, first consider a set of evenly spaced
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Algorithm 1: Noise-Robust FFAST [10], [13] with Early
Termination and Optimizations for Hardware
Input : Noise-corrupted singleton and multiton bin

observations �Yni ,b whose locations b are stored
in check_nodesi per subsampling stage i .

Input : Noise threshold Tnoise. Bins with power levels
below this only contain noise.

Output: Estimate �X of the n-point FFT compressed to
O(k).

	 Continue if signal information was recovered on the
previous peeling iteration and no CBs are empty.
while length of any check_nodesi was updated do

for each subsampling stage i ∈ {1, . . . , d} do
for each bin b in check_nodesi do

if ‖ �Yni ,b‖2 < Tnoise then
bin b is a zeroton
remove b from check_nodesi

else
	 v j is the zero-delay signal estimate at
X[ j ].
(isSingleton, v j , j ) =

SingletonEstimator( �Yni,b, Tnoise)
if isSingleton then
	 Peel the signal off at all stages.
Assumes all stages use the same delays.
�Yni ,b ← �0
for l ∈ {1, . . . , d}, l �= i do

j ≡ q mod nl

if ‖ �Ynl ,q‖2 < Tnoise then
�Ynl ,q ← �0

else
�Ynl ,q ← �Ynl ,q − v j �a j

end
end
add X[ j ] = v j to the output FIFO
remove b from check_nodesi

else
	 No new information from bin b.
bin b is a multiton

end
end

end
if check_nodesi is empty then
	 Done.
break out of while loop

end
end

end
return �X , compressed

observations of a single complex sinusoid corrupted by
white Gaussian noise. When the input SNR is suffi-
ciently high (i.e., ≥ 5–7 dB) [14], the observations can be
approximated as

y(t) ≈ Aei(ωt+φ+u(t)). (5)

Fig. 4. Peeling using CBs. Read pointer = RP (brown). Write pointer = WP
(white).

The amplitude A, angular frequency ω, and phase φ are
fixed but unknown, and u(t) represents the zero-mean white
Gaussian noise sampled at time t . The phase of y(t) is
thus � y(t) = ωt + φ + u(t). When N = 2 samples with a
delay of τs between them are used, ωτs can be estimated via

� y(t + τs)− � y(t) = ωτs + u(t + τs)− u(t). (6)

Since u(t + τs) and u(t) come from different delay chains
in the hardware FFAST implementation, they are minimally
correlated. Thus, the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
estimate of the potentially phase-wrapped ωs = 〈ωτs〉2π (note:
〈x〉n denotes x mod n) can be directly obtained from θest in (3)
(where τs , which we consider the new “unit delay,” is factored
into ωs ), even with a noise-corrupted input.

As described in Section II-B1, each stage uses D > 2 delay
chains. For noise robustness, D is split into C clusters. Single-
ton estimation occurs in two steps. First, the MMSE frequency
estimator generates estimates of ωs , for s ∈ {0, . . . , C − 1},
from sets of N = 2 bin observations with delays of τs between
observation pairs (D = 2C). In the presence of noise, the range
around the estimate ωs,est containing the true 〈ωτs〉2π with
high probability is given by

�s =
(
ωs,est − π

c
, ωs,est + π

c

)
(7)

for some constant c [10]. The length of the interval is denoted
as |�s | = 2π/c. When τ0 = 1, an estimate of ω can be directly
obtained within some region of uncertainty. More generally,
all ω + 2πa/τs, a ∈ Z map to the same frequency after
multiplication by τs . That is,

〈(ω + 2πa/τs)τs〉2π = 〈ωτs〉2π , a ∈ Z. (8)

Therefore, if noise across observations is uncorrelated and
relatively insignificant (i.e., c is sufficiently large), the true ω
may be isolated to τs regions of smaller interval size |�s |/τs

using the calculated ωs,est, for τs > 1. Ambiguity around
which of the smaller regions may be mapped to ω can be
resolved by looking only at regions of overlap for different τss:

∣∣∣∩C−1
s=0 �s/τs

∣∣∣ ≤ 2π

cτC−1
, (9)

where τC−1 = max τs . As more delay clusters using larger
τss are added, the estimate of ω is isolated to an ever smaller
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Fig. 5. (a) Successive refinement of ωest for τs = 2s [15]. (b) Successive
refinement of ωest using τ0 = 1, τ1 = 3, and τ2 = 7. The ω estimate is
improved over (a), despite higher noise uncertainty.

region (Fig. 5) [10], illustrating the successive refinement of
ωest . Although the final region of uncertainty is determined
by max τs , intermediate τss are required to handle noise large
enough such that �0 overlaps with > 1 regions of �C−1.

For typical software implementations, τs = 2s , which
monotonically increases with increasing s. However, to reduce
wiring congestion and ease ADC layout [Fig. 8(b)], instead of
powers of two, τ0 = 1, τ1 = 3, and τ2 = 7 are chosen for
hardware implementation. Successive approximation is able to
produce refined estimates of ω, even when non-power-of-two
τss are used. Fig. 5 illustrates how it is possible to produce
a better estimate of ω using τss that increment at a faster
rate than 2s (as in our implementation), despite higher input
uncertainty.

Finally, the 0th delay chain in each cluster delays the sub-
sampling clock by an amount ds , a number pseudo-randomly
chosen between 0 and n−1−max τs to satisfy RIP. Therefore,
the r th delay chain (r = 0, 1) in the sth cluster has a
total sample delay of ds + rτs . In our C = 3 hardware
implementation, d0 = 0, d1 = 6, and d2 = 12, and a total
of D = 6 delay chains are used per stage, with sample delays
of 0, 1, 6, 9, 12, and 19.

Hardware to perform successive refinement and obtain an
estimate of a potential signal location jest is described in
Section IV-D and illustrated in Fig. 15(a). Once jest is found
for a given stage i and bin b, a signal estimate is obtained by
rotating the time-shifted bin observations back and averaging;
that is,

v j = �a†
jest
�Yni ,b/D , (10)

where † indicates the conjugate transpose. Finally, the bin
contains a singleton if

‖ �Yni ,b − v j �a jest‖2 < Tnoise. (11)

Otherwise, it is a multiton, because the location estimate does
not explain the actual bin observations.

4) Simulated Algorithm Limits: When the FFAST archi-
tecture is fixed, the designer must provision for the
worst case sparsity. To support a more realistic sparsity
of ∼3.6% for n = 21 600, n1 = 25×33 = 864, n2 = 25×52 =
800, and n3 = 33×52 = 675 are used. A floating-point FFAST
was implemented in MATLAB to determine upper bounds
on algorithm performance. The results using noisy inputs are

Fig. 6. (a) Percentage of false negatives versus input sparsity (% of occupied
spectrum), averaged across 200 trials. (b) Average number of peeling iterations
required to decode the frequency spectrum as a function of input sparsity.
In both (a) and (b), noisy inputs with a DR of 20 dB are used.

shown in Fig. 6. The percentage of false negatives remains
at a reasonable level for input sparsities below 8.5%. Above
8.5% sparsity, the percentage of false negatives dramatically
increases due to the FFAST architecture’s inability to further
resolve multiton bins. The subsampling factor can be reduced
to improve this metric, at greater hardware cost. In addition,
as more tones are introduced, the number of frequency col-
lisions increases, requiring more peeling iterations to decode
the spectrum. However, above the ∼8.5% sparsity “cliff,” the
number of peeling iterations rapidly drops off, because the
algorithm has been written to terminate early when no addi-
tional multiton bins can be resolved.

III. SYSTEM-LEVEL GENERATOR METHODOLOGY

A. Parameterized Hardware Templates

The noise-robust FFAST algorithm described in Section II-B
is mapped onto a fixed-function hardware accelerator for
a general-purpose processor by using a generator-based
design methodology. Digital hardware generators are built
using the Constructing Hardware in a Scala Embedded Lan-
guage (Chisel) hardware construction language [16], A Chisel
Environment for DSP (ACED) library for hardware signal
processing [17], and the Flexible Intermediate Representation
for RTL (FIRRTL) compiler [18], whereas analog genera-
tors are built using the Berkeley Analog Generator (BAG)
framework [19].

Designing an accelerator for a complex algorithm involves
an iterative procedure of tuning the software-mapped algo-
rithm and its hardware realization, trading off supported oper-
ating conditions and performance (e.g., compute time and
false positive/negative rates per Fig. 24) for hardware com-
plexity. With a traditional design methodology, this involves
a cumbersome process of design-space exploration, requiring
the manual creation of a series of design instances to match
different algorithm realizations. In contrast, this endeavor
uses hardware generators, which are highly parameterized
models of building blocks, to rapidly explore the design space,
validate performance, and verify the designed instance. FFAST
is modeled in software to determine the system’s operating
conditions [e.g., input bandwidth, sparsity, dynamic range
(DR), noise, and so on, as shown in Fig. 7(a)], which are
used to tune hardware parameters at compile time to meet
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Fig. 7. (a) Hierarchically constructed FFAST hardware generator, consisting of a software model, analog ADC and clock divider templates, Chisel-based
DSP generators, and the Rocket processor generator. (b) An analog simulation of clock divider inputs/outputs is used to generate a Chisel clock divider model.

performance goals. For FFAST, such parameters include the
ADC reference clock frequency, ADC bitwidth, sub-FFT ni s,
and the number of tapped delays required to achieve noise
robustness.

Fig. 7(a) indicates that top-level model parameters and
generic hardware parameters (e.g., pipeline depth) are prop-
agated down to templates of key hardware blocks: clock
dividers, ADCs, mixed-radix FFTs, coordinate rotation digital
computer (CORDIC) units, and so on for hardware generation.
To prevent infinite loops in the generated instance, Fig. 6(b)
sets the maximum number of peeling iterations to attempt
before the input spectrum is deemed unrecoverable. The
number of ADCs is a function of the number of tapped
delays and sub-FFT ni s, where ni s are chosen to support
the expected input sparsity (Section II-A). The number of
memory banks used for digital signal processing (DSP) and the
banks’ corresponding depths are calculated from the number
of parallel memory accesses required by the sub-FFTs [20].
The data width along a processing chain is determined by
the corresponding ADC bitwidth and FFT processing gain,
such that quantization does not significantly affect the system’s
ability to recover sparse spectra. Finally, as mentioned in
Section II-B3, particular tapped delay values are chosen for
noise resiliency and set by floorplan and routing constraints.

While many system parameters can be defined at compile
time, some “runtime” parameters can only be defined after
characterizing the fabricated silicon. For example, ADC
calibration codes are computed after implicitly measuring the
nonlinearity and gain/offset error—affected by the fabrication
process—of each ADC. Similarly, instead of attempting to
simulate routing-induced lane-to-lane skew between ADC
clocks (affected by parasitics and process variations), the
relative delays of known signals are measured and used
to tune peeling parameters. Finally, the noise threshold
used by the singleton estimator can be adapted to different
runtime operating conditions. The ability to support these

parameters is provided by mapping the DSP templates’
runtime configuration options to the Rocket processor’s [21]
status and control registers (SCRs), which are automatically
generated.

B. Propagation of Designer Intent

When developing complex mixed-signal systems, it is
important to propagate designer intent down the design
hierarchy in a way that minimizes algorithm-to-hardware
mismatches [17]. This is achieved with a unified generator
framework that supports the automatic generation of Verilog
and Synopsys Design Constraints (SDC) for timing from
system parameters. Generated products are directly used by
synthesis tools or applied in post-silicon verification. As an
example, C header files that describe SCR address mappings
are used to expedite the verification process.

To ensure the compatibility of analog and digital blocks,
Chisel modules that model the behaviors of the ADCs, clock
dividers, and static random access memory (SRAM) are
used in simulation. Parameterization and a FIRRTL compiler
pass [18] allow the simulation models to be replaced by black-
box analog/SRAM layouts during place and route. Individual
successive approximation register (SAR) ADCs are modeled
by simple sample-delayed quantizers. The quantizer is created
from an ACED floating-point-to-fixed-point converter [17]
that wraps simulation-only SystemVerilog constructs.
As shown in Fig. 13, to trigger data capture and coordinate
ADC-to-DSP data alignment, a FIFO (first-in, first-out buffer)
alignment circuit generates “valid” signals using inputs/outputs
to/from the associated analog clock divider. Fig. 7(b) shows
that the outputs of the flip-flop-based clock divider share the
reference clock’s pulsewidth. Because the FIFO alignment
circuit shown in Fig. 13 only uses the clocks’ rising edges, the
Chisel model is able to directly use the flip-flop outputs (with
twice the reference clock’s pulsewidth) while guaranteeing
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Fig. 8. (a) Example FFAST analog frontend layout when ÷7 and ÷5 subsampling factors are used, and delays 0, 1, and 4 are tapped out. (b) Floorplan of
the FFAST analog frontend, which is designed to minimize routing congestion. A layout is automatically generated using delay cell orderings provided by
the designer.

downstream functional correctness and timing compatibility.
In addition, the Chisel clock divider model accounts for the
fact that clkx,0 oscillates at the reference clock frequency
during reset. Although the analog and digital blocks are
designed independently, Chisel models enable the verification
of the entire analog and digital processing chain.

C. Unified System Validation and Verification

To verify that designer intent is properly passed down,
the FFAST generator framework supports the same set of
tests at all phases of design. Input stimuli used in the initial
system modeling can be applied to the functional verification
of the generated hardware. System- or block-level verification
is performed using a custom DSP testing interface [17]
that interprets the inputs/outputs of Verilog modules with
non-synthesizable floating point constructs. By changing
a single top-level parameter, the generator framework and
testing infrastructure can also produce and simulate Verilog
with fixed-point signals, helping to validate or tune the
choice of DSP data widths. The Chisel DSP tester generates
a stand-alone Verilog test bench that mirrors sequentially
applied data inputs and output verification steps for post-place-
and-route gate-level verification. Because top-level hardware
tests involve reading from and writing to SCRs, the tests can
be directly replicated in C programs using the generated SCR
header file and C write/read-verify helper functions. The C
programs are loaded onto the Rocket processor for pre-silicon
digital verification on an FPGA—using a block-RAM-centric
hardware instance—or chip testing.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF GENERATOR-BASED

HARDWARE BLOCKS

A. Analog Generator Design Considerations

Section III highlights the ease of algorithm-to-hardware
translation, design-space exploration, and system verification
afforded by a generator-based design methodology. An addi-
tional benefit of generator design—given sufficiently granular
hardware templates—is the ability to “evolve hardware” by
quickly re-customizing various levels of hierarchy to accom-
modate new features or mitigate discovered design flaws and
non-idealities. For example, the generator approach supports

the optimization of analog floorplanning late into the design
cycle.

As described in Section II-B3 and illustrated in Fig. 10,
to improve the noise resiliency of the FFAST architecture,
ADC subsampling is performed with sampling delays of 0,
1, 6, 9, 12, and 19. These delays are obtained by tapping
outputs of various delay cells in a flip-flop-based clock
divider. Although the choice of sampling delays constrains
the divider’s floorplan to eliminate wiring congestion and
simplify routing, an optimal floorplanning strategy is not
immediately obvious. If the illustration shown in Fig. 10 is
naively used to direct floorplanning, a delay mismatch penalty
would be incurred, and a suboptimal clock divider bandwidth
would be achieved. Although wires connecting delay cells
in the forward direction have equal length, the return wire is
significantly longer. For a simpler example with delay offsets
of 0, 1, and 4, Fig. 8(a) shows how the divider’s delay cells can
be rearranged to improve circuit performance. Wire lengths
within a loop can be (roughly) equalized by folding and
interleaving high- and low-offset delay cells and shifting the
lower set of delay cells horizontally, while clock distribution
wires from the tapped outputs remain congestion-free.

A BAG analog template encapsulates complex physical
design rules (e.g., in a 16-nm FinFET process), so that
analog cells—such as ADCs and delay elements—may be
automatically placed on a grid and signal wires can be routed
to/from them [22]. The placements of the cells and lengths of
the routing wires are automatically calculated when the cells’
dimensions are known and a placement strategy is provided.
The dimensions of the ADC slices and delay elements are
determined by an application’s input resolution and bandwidth
requirements. However, because the placement order of the
clock divider’s delay cells is a tunable parameter, a naive
floorplan can be easily replaced to mitigate design issues.
The analog generator automatically produces the final layout
illustrated in Fig. 8(b).

The flip-flop-based delay cells in the FFAST analog tem-
plate are derived from those used in [22], although sev-
eral FFAST-specific changes have been made to the clock
divider architecture. Fig. 7(b) shows that, as in [22], tapped
delays are not taken directly from the flip-flop outputs.
Instead, the flip-flops control transmission gates that pass the
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Fig. 9. Since non-ideal sampling delays are not tuned at the analog frontend
(and are compensated for directly in the FFAST backend), delay tuners used
in [22] are not needed. The generator can programmatically replace the tuners
with dummies and remove corresponding control wires to reduce routing
congestion and save area.

reference clock through when enabled. This reduces the flip-
flops’ jitter contributions at the divider outputs. The circuit
in [22] uses a double data rate (DDR) divider structure that
supports a differential reference clock running at half the
effective ADC sampling frequency. In order to accommodate
odd delay offsets, the FFAST clock divider instead uses a
single-ended, full-rate reference clock. The performance of the
time-interleaved ADC in [22] is improved with custom cir-
cuitry that finely tunes out delay mismatch across ADC lanes.
As shown in Fig. 9, the delay tuner is roughly 1.5× larger than
the nominal delay cell, and control wires add approximately
0.5 μm of routing headroom per cell. If the tuners are used
in the FFAST clock dividers, the overall routing penalty
for a ÷32 clock divider would be 16 μm. Because delay
mismatches are compensated digitally rather than corrected at
the analog frontend, as alluded to in Section III-A, delay tuners
are replaced with unconnected dummy cells—for alignment
purposes—at all but the D0 delay cell, resulting in a routing
overhead of only 0.5 μm and reduced wiring congestion.

Like the aforementioned delay cells, individual ADC slices
are reused from the generator in [22]; however, the FFAST
design has a lower input bandwidth, because 18 ADCs load
the input, compared with 8 ADCs in [22]. In general, because
of the sheer number of ADCs used by the FFAST architecture,
the variation in distances between input sources (the refer-
ence clock driver, ADC input, and bias generator) and the
clock divider/ADC blocks contributes more significantly to the
spread of the ADCs’ effective number of bits (ENOBs) and
delay mismatches. As an example, the ADCs furthest from
the bias generator have noticeably lower ENOBs than ADCs
closest to it.

B. Analog Frontend From a System Perspective

In the analog frontend illustrated in Fig. 10, a flip-flop-
based clock divider generates three different clock frequencies
from a 3.78-GHz reference for CRT-guided subsampling. Six
unique phase offsets are used per clock frequency for single-
ton/multiton disambiguation and noise resilience. The clock
frequencies have (pairwise-coprime) ÷25, ÷27, and ÷32 rela-
tionships with the reference frequency. The τ0, τ1, and τ2 delay
deltas create the three delay clusters (themselves containing
two delays) used for the successive approximation procedure
in singleton estimation. These clocks run 18 lanes of asyn-
chronous, constant common mode (VCM), switched-capacitor

SAR ADC slices generated using the BAG template [19]
(Fig. 11) described in Section IV-A. The ADCs have 9-wire
outputs, where <radix-2 is used for the 3 most significant
bits (MSBs) to provide redundancy against missing decision
levels, which can only be corrected in the analog domain
with capacitor tuning. The resultant missing output codes,
corresponding to the discontinuities in the mean input versus
raw ADC code plot in Fig. 12(a), are corrected digitally by
re-weighing the output bits [23]. To calibrate the ADCs, cali-
bration lookup tables (LUTs) are initially programmed so that
data and address values have a 1:1 correspondence. A known
sinusoidal input is fed into the FFAST analog frontend, and
sampled outputs are passed through to the DSP memory.
In the calibration mode, the sequence of ADC subsampling→
running sub-FFTs→ reconstruction is interrupted immediately
after ADC readout, so that the Rocket processor can collect
ADC outputs for analysis. Coefficients that maximize the
signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR), determined via a
least-squares fit to the sinusoidal input, are then used to
generate calibration LUT parameters. Thus, during normal
operation, mismatch corrections (in addition to gain/offset
corrections between ADC slices) can be performed on-the-fly
before padded 8-bit data are stored into memory. The 9-bit raw
ADC outputs address the LUTs (totaling 10.4 kB of SRAM),
and 8-significant-bit remapped outputs with the improved
mean input versus calibrated ADC code characteristics shown
in Fig. 12(b) are captured. Note that calibration accuracy can
be improved if more memory is allocated for data averaging.

Because the divided clocks are aligned once every
21 600 cycles—the least common multiple (LCM) of the
subsampling factors—an alignment circuit (Fig. 13) generates
valid signals which control the asynchronous FIFOs at the
18 subsampling-clock-to-core-clock boundaries. The digital
core clock runs at 400 MHz regardless of the ADC clock
frequencies, necessitating data transfer across the FIFOs. The
state of the alignment circuit stabilizes sometime after the
initial ADC reference clock reset without regard for the DSP
state, so handshake bits are used to ensure that downstream
processing is able to receive properly aligned frames of ADC
data. The data are mapped to SRAM banks and addresses via
a LUT version of the index vector generator described in [20].
Accounting for delay redundancy added to enhance noise
robustness (i.e., the six delay shifts), the ADC set samples 35%
fewer time-domain points compared to a 3.78-Gs/s full-rate
ADC. There is a tradeoff between the number of delay offsets
used for noise robustness and performance degradation due to
mismatches in bandwidth from process, voltage, and temper-
ature (PVT) variations and spatial locality design limitations
spanning the ADC lanes.

C. Sub-FFTs

The subsampled ADC outputs are fed into complex
(20, 20)-bit, mixed-radix, 864-, 800-, and 675-point FFTs,
corresponding to n1, n2, and n3, respectively. Due to delay
redundancy and the bitwidth growth (to 10 integer bits and
additional fractional guard bits) needed to accommodate
FFT processing gains, 70.2 kB of memory are required.
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Fig. 10. Analog frontend with shift-register-based clock dividers that generate (non-50% duty cycle) 151.2, 140, and 118.125-MHz subsampling clocks with
delay offsets of 0, 1, 6, 9, 12, and 19 from a 3.78-GHz source. Data from associated 9-wire, <radix-2, SAR ADC slices are time synchronized and stored in
memory using 8 significant bits, following capacitor mismatch, offset, and gain correction.

Fig. 11. Asynchronous SAR ADC slice. The slice design is described
in [22] and reused as the unit cell in the FFAST subsampling ADC template.

Fig. 12. (a) Fitted input (and its standard deviation) versus raw ADC code.
Missing codes are due to reduced-radix capacitor weights. Gain and offset
mismatches across different ADC slices are evident. (b) Fitted input (and its
standard deviation) versus calibrated ADC code. The post-processed output
has 8 significant bits, and missing codes are mostly eliminated. A 0.875-MHz
sinusoidal input and a 3.78-GHz reference clock are used for calibration.

The decimation-in-frequency, non-2n sub-FFTs are generated
via a Chisel DSP [16], [17] FFT generator [20]. As shown
in Fig. 14, each sub-FFT stage utilizes a conflict-free memory
access scheme supporting one iterating processing element

Fig. 13. ADC-to-core FIFO alignment circuit (aligned every 21 600 ADC
reference clock cycles). The subsampling factor for stage i is denoted x =
n/ni .

(PE) per FFT lane. Each lane’s runtime reconfigurable
butterfly unit reallocates hardware blocks to support multiple
radices (e.g., 4, 2, and 3 for the 864-point FFT). Control
logic is shared between the six lanes associated with a
subsampling stage, and memory banks are calculated via
mixed-radix counters and simple subtract/mux-based modulo
units. FFT input–output unscrambling (i.e., the index-to-
memory-bank/address mapping) is done by muxing between
LUTs whose values are associated with in-order inputs and
outputs indexed in quasi-digit-reversed order, as described
in [20]. The fixed-point representations of the complex
outputs are normalized by the sub-FFT size and reinterpreted
(so that the location of the binary point is changed, but the
bitwidth stays the same). Therefore, rather than dividing by
ni for re-normalization, the location of the binary point is
shifted to the left by 9 places (corresponding to a divide
by 512), and the output is instead multiplied by 512/ni .
Normalization is necessary for digital reconstruction.
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Fig. 14. Memory-based, decimation-in-frequency, 864-, 800-, and 675-point FFT blocks with shared control logic and runtime-reconfigurable butterflies,
derived from the generator in [20]. Abusing notation, b = kni corresponds to the current sub-FFT bin; the same bin is also represented as ku , where u
indicates the bin’s position in the CB associated with stage i .

Fig. 15. (a) Successive approximation used to improve the singleton estimator’s signal location estimate jest from the angle deltas (obtained via CORDIC [24])
of time-shifted input samples. Data are retrieved from sub-FFT ni memories for all clock delays. (b) Peeling reconstruction backend with a singleton estimator.
�Yni ,b used by the singleton estimator comes from the bin location b = kni associated with sub-FFT stage i .

D. Singleton Estimation and Peeling Reconstruction
Sub-FFT output bins that only contain noise are pre-

determined via thresholding and discarded from future analy-
sis. The locations of the remaining bins, which may either
be singleton or multiton, are stored in per-sub-FFT-stage CBs
(as ku in Fig. 14, where u represents the bin’s index in a
stage’s CB). In total, the CBs occupy 2.9 kB of SRAM.
As described in Section II, because signals at different fre-
quencies do not rotate by the same amount when delayed

(〈θ〉2π = 2π〈 jτ 〉n/n), time-shifted versions of the input are
collected to distinguish between singleton bins and multiton
bins. As shown in Fig. 15(a), a vectoring CORDIC is used
to estimate the phase difference θs = 1ωs between two
versions of the subsampled signal with a delay delta of τs .
Successively larger non-power-of-two τss are used to obtain a
better estimate of the phase rotation θ0 = ω associated with
τ0 = 1 and, thus, the signal’s potential frequency location j .
As shown in Fig. 15(a), the estimated frequency location
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Fig. 16. Note—For plots where FFT and delay are labeled (where each
ADC output is associated with an FFT and delay offset), darker shades of
the same color correspond to larger unit delay offsets in the set {0, 1, 6, 9,
12, 19} used by a single FFT stage. (a) Measured sample delay offsets across
different ADC slices and input frequencies using a 3.78-GHz ADC reference
clock. Backend delay correction is required, as dc lane-to-lane skew shifts
the delays away from ideal. (b) Gains across different ADC slices and input
frequencies (including frequencies above an ADC slice’s sampling rate) using
a 3.78-GHz ADC reference clock.

is refined with knowledge of the subsampled bin location
b = kni (= ku). The estimate, whose accuracy is affected
both by thermal noise and quantization in the ADC/DSP chain,
is snapped to the nearest feasible j , as dictated by aliasing.
Fig. 15(b) shows that, subsequently, a set of rotation-mode
CORDICs undoes the sampling-delay-based phase rotations
applied to the observation set, so that the observations can be
averaged to obtain a signal estimate. Finally, singletons are
determined by a runtime-reconfigurable decision threshold.

As illustrated in Figs. 4 and 15(b) and described in
Section II-B2, singletons discovered in stage i are iteratively
peeled off by removing their bin locations b from the i th
stage CB and subtracting their contributions from associated
bins in other sub-FFT stages. If a subsampled bin is still
unresolvable after singleton estimation, b is placed back into
the CB. This peeling process is terminated early when any
CB is empty or no new signal information is uncovered
(i.e., when the lengths of all CBs have not changed after
a peeling iteration). As singletons are found, their locations
j and signal values are output into FIFOs readable by the
processor via SCR. FIFO depths are sized to accommodate
up to 9% sparsity, requiring 13.4 kB of SRAM. The unsorted
frequency location/data output is compressed to the same order
of magnitude as the input sparsity (4.4% for an input spectrum
with 3.2% sparsity, accounting for the storage of 15-bit-wide
j indices not required for normal FFTs).

Singleton estimation and peeling decoding do not require
skew-specific layout optimization or timing calibration at the
ADC outputs, because the (dc) lane-to-lane skew can be empir-
ically determined after chip fabrication, as shown in Fig. 16(a).
Lane-to-lane skew is compensated digitally via adjustments
to the absolute delay shifts (ds + rτs ) and τss stored in the
Rocket processor’s SCRs [see Fig. 15(a)]. A sine fit is used to
calculate the real sample delay offsets given limited bandwidth
mismatch between ADC slices. Note that the accuracy of an
estimated delay offset is limited by thermal noise (mitigated
by averaging) and quantization in the fixed-point processing
steps used to calculate the offset. In addition, the amount of
bandwidth mismatch is estimated by observing the gain differ-
ences between the 18 FFT outputs across the input bandwidth,

Algorithm 2: CORDIC [24]
Input : x , n bits, signed.
Input : y, n bits, signed.
Input : θ , n bits. The signed interpretation is

θs ∈ [−π, π). It is equivalently represented as
unsigned θu ∈ [0, 2π).

Input : isRotation. If not, then in vectoring mode.
Output: x , y, θ

	 CORDIC can rotate an input by a maximum of ±π/2.

if (isRotation and
π

2
< θu <

3π

2
) or (!isRotation and

x < 0) then
x ←−x
y ←−y
θs ← θs − π

end
for i ← 0 to n − 1 do

if (isRotation and θs ≥ 0) or (!isRotation and y < 0)
then

d = +1
else

d = −1
end
x ′ ← x − 2−i dy
y ← y + 2−i dx
x ← x ′
	 Angle constant properly normalized to bitwidth.
θs ← θs − round(2n arctan(2−i )/2π)d

end
return x , y, θ

as shown in Fig. 16(b). Gains do not monotonically decrease
with higher input frequency, since they are not completely
determined by the input samplers’ bandwidths, and signals
above individual subsampling frequencies are folded down.

1) Calculating x mod n: Modulo operations are used exten-
sively in the singleton estimator and peeling decoder. When
x ≤ 2n − 1, minimal hardware can be used:

x mod n = Mux(x − n < 0, x, x − n). (12)

However, if x is arbitrarily large and n is a constant, x mod n
can be calculated using Barrett reduction [25]. Barrett reduc-
tion is suitable for hardware, since a divider is not needed.
Instead, multiplication is performed with a pre-computed 1/n.
Barrett reduction is heavily used in the peeling reconstruction
backend.

2) CORDIC: CORDIC is an iterative algorithm—requiring
only additions, subtractions, and bit shifts—used by the single-
ton estimator and peeling decoder to determine the phase dif-
ference between two delayed samples (in vectoring mode) and
rotate observations for signal estimation (in rotation mode). Its
computation converges to the desired value at a rate of 1 bit
per iteration. n-bit signed angles used by CORDIC span the
full [−π, π) interval, although they can likewise be interpreted
as unsigned [0, 2π). The pseudocode for CORDIC is found
in Algorithm 2.
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Fig. 17. Rocket RISC-V processor & Xilinx Zynq FPGA testing setup.
FFAST status/control registers and data outputs are mapped to the memory
space of the Rocket processor. C programs for analyzing data and testing
the chip are uploaded to the processor through the Xilinx FPGA. Because
main memory is limited to 1 MB of SRAM, compiled C code must also
be < 1 MB.

Fig. 18. (a) ENOB comparison using 3.24-GHz and 3.78-GHz reference
clocks. ENOB degrades at higher clock frequencies. (b) ENOBs calibrated
at different input frequencies (with a 3.78-GHz reference clock) for different
ADC slices. ENOBs are higher at lower sample delay offsets due to lower
Vref noise. An ADC cell’s ENOB is correlated with the distance between the
cell and the bias generator, as shown in Fig. 8(b). In both (a) and (b), phase
imbalance is tuned during testing.

E. Rocket Processor

To interact with the FFAST accelerator, the SoC includes
a 64-bit fifth-generation reduced instruction set (RISC-V)
Rocket core [21] with 1 MB of main memory and a
128-kB L2 cache (Fig. 17). In addition to supplying calibration
and control information for adapting to the input environment
and chip non-idealities, the Rocket core also post-processes
data. It is simple to write a C program that collects and sorts
the compressed FFAST frequency information and organizes
it for human consumption (e.g., outputting signal bandwidths
and locations). The processor can also aid the spectral analysis
engine: if latency requirements are relaxed, the processor can
window the ADC data to suppress spectral leakage. Finally,
because Rocket has visibility into the sparse FFT memories,
individual blocks in the signal processing chain like the SAR
ADC slices and sub-FFTs can be repurposed for general
applications.

The Rocket core interfaces with the FFAST DSP via
memory-mapped SCRs. Interfaces heavily rely on the TileLink
on-chip interconnect fabric. Although the main memory is
on-chip for this application, the ARM frontend server on the
Xilinx Zynq FPGA is used to asynchronously communicate
with the chip (via a serial adapter) and load C tests.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The ENOB was measured for ADC slices corresponding
to different ni s and sampling delays using 3.24-GHz and

Fig. 19. (a) ENOBs with a 3.78-GHz reference clock, using calibration
parameters taken with a single 0.875-MHz input. (b) Frequency spectrum
at a sub-ADC output (0.875-MHz input). In (a) and (b), tuning the ADC’s
differential P and N phase imbalance reduces HD2.

Fig. 20. (a) ENOBs with a 3.78-GHz reference clock, using calibration
parameters taken with a 0.875-MHz input. A balun with ∼5◦ of phase
imbalance is used to measure SNDR at higher input frequencies. (b) Frequency
spectrum at a sub-ADC output (0.875-MHz input). HD2 caused by the external
balun’s phase imbalance degrades SNDR.

3.78-GHz reference clocks [Fig. 18(a)]. Initially, calibration
LUT parameters were updated to maximize SNDR at individ-
ual input frequencies [Fig. 18(b)]. In addition, the positive and
negative ADC inputs were tuned to remove phase imbalance
and maintain a 180◦ phase offset.

Fig. 18(a) indicates that there is an ENOB degradation of
approximately 0.2 bits at lower unit delays when using the
higher frequency reference clock. This ENOB degradation is
worse at higher unit delays, which are associated with ADC
slices farther away from the reference supply. In general,
as indicated in Fig. 18(b), ENOBs are better at lower delay
offsets due to the corresponding ADCs’ spatial proximity to
Vref, resulting in reduced noise.

Optimal calibration parameters are frequency-dependent,
so SNDR can only be maximized at one frequency point in
practice. To understand system performance in a real applica-
tion setting, the ADCs are calibrated at an input frequency
of 0.875 MHz. The calibration values are stored and used
to determine ENOBs across the desired input bandwidth.
Fig. 19(a) shows that the ENOB/SNDR is maximized around
a 0.875-MHz input.

As in a real system, the analog frontend is characterized
using a balun with approximately 5◦ of phase imbalance,
resulting in SNDR degradation from the second harmonic
distortion (HD2). The ENOBs achieved with a discrete balun
are shown in Fig. 20(a). Fig. 19(b) shows the frequency
spectrum at the output of one ADC when a balun is not used,
whereas Fig. 20(b) shows the spectrum with a balun. In the
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Fig. 21. Recovered spectra (blue) over time for 3- (left) to 37-tone (right,
dense) vector signal generator outputs. The tones are spread out across an
approximately 80-MHz bandwidth and have center frequencies ranging from
300 MHz to 1.2 GHz. Gray regions indicate observation “dead zones,” when
the FFAST hardware is busy analyzing the previous frame of data and unable
to observe the current ADC input. A full signal acquisition and analysis cycle
for up to 37 tones takes ∼13.3 μs.

Fig. 22. Multi-tone signal at each FFAST stage. (a) 37 tones (corresponding
to 0.35% sparsity), centered at 700 MHz, with a 1.925-MHz spacing, are
generated from a vector signal generator. The time-domain waveform is sub-
sampled 25× in the stage corresponding to an 864-point FFT. (b) Subsampled
frequency domain result at the output of the 864-point FFT. Tones have been
folded down to different bin locations due to aliasing. (c) FFAST is able to
reconstruct 100% of the spectrum in 13.3 μs (including signal capture and
analysis). The data are compressed to 0.48%, including 15-bit signal locations.

first FFT plot, the second harmonic of the input frequency
is not readily observable, but it is one of the dominant
contributors to the approximately 2.3-dB SNDR degradation
seen in the latter plot.

Fig. 21 shows that functionality across the entire ADC/DSP
chain has been verified by successfully recovering the spec-
trum of ∼80-MHz bandwidth, 3- to 37-tone inputs generated
by a vector signal generator at 300-MHz to 1.2-GHz center
frequencies. The ADC input is not observed when analysis
on a previous frame is being performed, corresponding to the
gray periods in Fig. 21. The multi-tone signal at various stages
of analog/digital processing is illustrated in Fig. 22(a)–(c).
The subplots correspond to the time-domain output of one
of the 18 ADC slices, the frequency-domain representation of
the previous result (after the FFT), and the fully reconstructed

Fig. 23. FFAST versus normal FFT for C test vectors with 33.5-dB SNR
and 0.79% sparsity. Reconstruction with 0% false negatives and 0.5% false
positives. Note that although there are no false negatives, the magnitudes of
two recovered points differ significantly from ideal.

Fig. 24. Digital reconstruction false negative and false positive rates. (a) False
negatives (worst case) remain below 5% for sparsities < 2.7%. With respect to
the number of false negatives, FFAST supports input SNRs > 9.7 dB for less
populated spectra. (b) False positives remain below 5% for sparsities < 5.0%.
With respect to the number of false positives, FFAST supports input SNRs
> 8.4 dB for less populated spectra.

sparse spectrum. Approximately 7.6 μs elapse between the end
of signal acquisition and the start of spectrum availability. With
37 tones, the output is compressed to 0.48% when compared
to the output of a full-length FFT.

The analysis of a synthesized 3.2% sparse spectrum (achiev-
ing 4.5% false negatives and 0.8% false positives) has been
benchmarked. Approximately 4700 400-MHz Rocket core
clock cycles elapse before the processor sees valid reconstruc-
tion data, corresponding to 11.75 μs of “real-time” processing.
Approximately 1500 cycles are allocated for the sub-FFTs,
and the remainder is used during peeling. The worst case
number of clock cycles required by the sub-FFTs corresponds
to the calculation of 864-point FFTs with single iterating but-
terflies (although 2 radix-2 butterflies operate simultaneously
per FFT). The peeling time (and the number of iterations
required) is a function of sparsity and increases when there
are more frequency collisions. The total reconstruction time
is 17.5 μs; signal acquisition accounts for 5.71 μs on top
of the aforementioned processing time. This determines the
minimum signal duration to guarantee SoC observability.
An example of a spectrum generated from C test vectors is
shown in Fig. 23. In this case, although the FFAST hardware
is able to recover all real signals, some noise bins are also
interpreted to be low-magnitude signal bins, resulting in false
positives. These false positives can be cleaned up with an
additional thresholding step during post-processing.
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Fig. 25. (a) Die photo with key hardware blocks highlighted. (b) Summary
of FFAST hardware capabilities, area, and power consumption.

Fig. 26. (a) Power versus frequency/supply with an FFAST workload.
A 0.7-V, 400-MHz digital operating point was chosen to reduce power
consumption while maintaining a sufficiently fast compute time. (b) Post-
place-and-route power breakdown, simulated with representative test vectors.
The Rocket core and FFAST DSP consume similar amounts of power.

The percentages of false negatives and false positives
for inputs with different sparsities and SNRs are illustrated
in Fig. 24(a) and (b), respectively. In general, the system is
more susceptible to false negatives, which remain below 5%
for sparsities < 2.7% and SNRs > 9.7 dB. Unfortunately,
false negatives tend to be the more application-critical metric.
Therefore, further tuning of noise/signal thresholds can be
performed to trade off a decrease in false negatives for an
acceptable increase in false positives (which currently remain
below 5% for sparsities < 5%).

VI. CHIP SUMMARY

The described instance has been fabricated in a 16-nm
FinFET process. Fig. 25(a) shows the chip die photo
with key blocks highlighted, and Fig. 25(b) summarizes
the FFAST hardware’s capabilities, area, and power con-
sumption. Fig. 26(a) has been used to choose a digital
operating point of 400 MHz at a 0.7-V digital supply
voltage (VDD), which allows for low power consumption
and real-time operation. As highlighted in Fig. 26(b), the
RISC-V Rocket core consumes 65.2 mW, and the FFAST
DSP consumes 68.3 mW. The set of ∼6 ENOB ADCs
(at 0.85 V) and associated clock dividers (at 0.95 V) consumes
49.8 mW/48.1 mW with a 3.78-GHz/3.24-GHz reference
clock. At 3.78 GHz, the SAR ADC cores consume a total
of 33.8 mW, while the clock dividers consume 16 mW.

TABLE I

COMPARISON WITH THE STATE OF THE ART

VII. DISCUSSION

Measurement results in Section V show that the supported
sparsity in hardware is only ∼3.2%, although a floating-point
MATLAB implementation achieves ∼8.5%. The ADCs and
fixed-point arithmetic incur a quantization noise penalty. When
noise is sufficiently high, k is effectively increased and sparsity
degrades. However, this is not the primary source of the
discrepancy.

Because of the computational complexity of the singleton
estimator, individual operations are heavily pipelined. Since
pipeline stalls were not implemented, occasionally, the value
of a bin b = kni , associated with a stage i , is requested
before it has been updated in memory. The probability that this
occurs increases as sparsity degrades, limiting the supportable
sparsity of the system. Additional tones can be supported if
pipeline stalls are properly inserted, although the addition of
the stalls will slightly increase the analysis time. Eliminating
the data hazard in the sparse FFT’s reconstruction backend
should roughly double the number of signals detectable in
real time, as per Fig. 6.

To support more realistic, off-grid signals—which also
effectively degrade sparsity—in real time, windowing can be
performed at the frontend (either digitally or in the ana-
log domain, using an architecture similar to that reported
in [27]). Again, this requires accurate measurement of the dc
lane-to-lane skew.

VIII. CONCLUSION

As described in [28] and [29], a set of highly para-
meterized analog and digital hardware generators enabled
the design exploration and rapid 16-nm implementation of
the FFAST algorithm in ∼2 months. This is, to the best
of the authors’ knowledge, the first automatically gener-
ated, fully integrated, sparse spectral analysis SoC, with a
BAG-designed custom SAR ADC frontend, generated mixed-
radix FFTs, digital reconstruction backend based off of the
FFAST algorithm [30], and a RISC-V processor. The system
targets realistic spectral sparsities and SNR, and the < 20-μs
runtime enables real-time adaptation in closed-loop systems.
Table I shows the comparison of this work to a purely
digital 746 496-point sparse FFT hardware implementation [5]
and a recently published application-specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC) spectrometer using an 8192-point FFT [26].
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